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52. Swiss Military
Hanowa “Sea Lion X” Gents Watch
SEA LION X by SWISS MILITARY HANOWA demonstrates its expertise in
the field of sport and performance. Perfect companion for exciting trails, the
watch comes with a stainless steel case and contrasting black bezel wraps
around a matt black dial with 24 hour markings. The overall sporty look is
completed by a black nylon strap which suits the taste of every adventurer.
Water resistant to 10ATM and two year International warranty. Complemented
with a green nylon strap.

US$ 199

Military Green Nylon Strap

53. BOSS
Gents Watch - Pilot Edition
Inspired from vintage and stylish casual pilot watches, this collection combines
practicality and elegance in a unique, retro-looking way. Each watch is embedded
with a hand-written signature on the dial, adding a great deal of style to an already
classy-looking watch. Comes with a two year international warranty.

US$ 199

Duty Free
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54. Scuderia Ferrari
Black Speedracer Gents Watch
The sleek and stylish Speedracer collection was designed to put the Scuderia Ferrari fan in the driver’s seat. It incorporates classic and
contemporary elements from the exciting racing world into a timeless design birthed in the 70’s. The Speedracer features a 44mm multifunction
watch with stainless steel case. Topped with an aluminum bezel, the case encloses a grainy-textured dial with sub-eyes complemented with
black textured silicone strap. Water resistant to 5 ATM. 2-year limited international warranty.

US$ 150

Duty Free
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55. POLICE
Gents Watch - Navy
Sporty multifunction watch by the Italian life style brand POLICE for men and
women. The time piece comes in a black IP stainless steel case and bracelet
displaying day, date and month. Unidirectional bezel. 10 ATM water resistant.
Two year International guarantee.

US$ 119

11%
OFF

56. TITAN
“Classique” Gents Watch
CLASSIQUE - An elegant yet sophisticated gents’ watch from TITAN. This watch
features a slim movement house in a rose gold plated case encasing an understated
and textured white dial with rose gold indexes evokes timeless elegance. A black
genuine patterned leather strap completes the contemporary yet elegant edge
to this timepiece. Water resistant to 3ATM and two year International Warranty.
Complimented with a reversible TITAN black and brown genuine leather belt.
(Length: 110cm)

US$ 89
US$ 79
Valid Till Stock Last
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57. FIERRO
Tasha Duo Ladies Watch Set
A unique concept of two watches for the price of one. One timepiece has
a sun-brushed silver dial, stylishly adorned with sparkling crystals set on
a magnificent two-tone (silver and rose gold) bracelet strap. The other
timepiece has a unique, oval dial and 60-seconds sub-dial with dazzling
crystals around its bezel, set on an elegant black leather strap. Japanese
quartz movements. Water resistant to 3 ATM/30 m. Packed individually
in elegant gift boxes, ready to be presented as a special gift for a special
person, or as a well-deserved treat for yourself. One-year warranty.

US$ 99

58. Cristian Cole
His & Her Watch Set
Complete your look as a couple with Cristian Cole’s stunning His and Her
watch set.Modern looking watch casing in rose gold with brown leather
strap. A little sparkle to her and simplicity for him, we have watches to
show off your style together!

US$ 59
Valid Till Stock Last

59. Cristian Cole
Glittering Watch & Bangles Set
Finding matching accessories can be something of a nightmare for
the modern woman, but Cristian Cole has solved that problem with
this glittering watch and two bangles gift set. The watch itself is a
standalone head-turner, with its pearly white face offset by a jewel
encrusted case and with two stunning Jewellery-clasp closure
bangles. This sparkly duo will complement any evening gown or
cocktail dress, enabling her to shine on that next big occasion.

US$ 59
Duty Free
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60. Sekonda
Gents & Ladies Watch Set
This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought to you by Sekonda. The matching watches feature a black dial with rose gold coloured batons and a date.
With stainless steel bracelets completing the look, these watches are perfect for day or evening wear. Water resistant to 50m and guaranteed for Two years.

US$ 110

61. Sekonda
Tree Of Life Design Watch
The Tree of Life Design is a symbolic emblem that has a varied meaning through
different cultures and times in history. Today, it is worn to show strength in love, life and
family represented by its many ever-growing branches.

US$ 45
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62. Sekonda
Gents Analogue-Digital Watch
This digital analogue gents sports chronograph watch is brought to you by Sekonda.
It boasts a dark grey dial with digital functions including a 1/100 second chronograph
count down timer, 5 alarms, dual time and calendar and is water resistant to 100m.
Guaranteed for Two years.

US$ 79

63. Sekonda
Gents Sports Watch
This gents analogue sports watch is brought to you by Sekonda. It has a round case
and is complemented by a black sunray dial set with batons and stainless steel bracelet.
This watch features a day/date window and is water resistant to 50m. Guaranteed for
Two years.

US$ 59

Duty Free
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64. Sekonda
Gents Watch - Blue Dial With Batons
This Sekonda gents watch features a blue dial with day/date and rubber
strap. Water resistant to 50m. Two year guarantee.

US$ 39

SPORTSCOLLECTION

This watch brought to you by Sekonda features a striking blue and red bezel, blue dial with batons
and day date window. It is has a durable rubber strap and is water resistant to 50m.

44

Duty Free
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65. Fervor
Elegante Watch & Jewellery Set - Gold
This captivating watch and jewelry set from FERVOR MONTRÉAL includes a
gold plated watch (Japanese movement and splash resistant) bedecked with
crystal accents along with Two pairs of earrings, a matching necklace and a size
adjustable ring to complement the look. All presented in an elegant black gift
box with an International warranty.

US$ 99

66. ELLEN TRACY
Motif Collection Ladies Watch Rose Gold
The Glam Collection is perfect for those who want to sparkle. The
bezel on this rose gold watch is encrusted with crystals, the stunning
rose gold sunray dial is overlaid with classic roman numerals & crystal
set hour markers, providing the dial with a classic but stylish finish.
This elegant timepiece comes complete with a matching stylish crystal
set open hinge bangle, the perfect combined accessory. Two Year
International Warranty.

US$ 65

67. Temptation
Perfect Match Watch and Four Bangles
The “Perfect Match” consists of a stylish watch and a feminine bangle set.
Grey leather strap and stylish case with rose-gold plating give a fresh and
classic touch to your skin tone. Complimented by 4 sparkling bangles,
the set is a must-have for every fashionista and the perfect present for
women.

US$ 39
Duty Free
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68. Lambretta
Piccolo 26 Leather Gold White Red
Petite and chic fashion accessory with gold plated case and Italian leather
straps. 30m water resistance and two year international warranty.

US$ 75

NEW

ONBO

ARD

69. Hippie Chic
Nia Watch
This stunning Hippie Chic watch will add a laidback style to any outfit. The quirky and
feminine handmade woven braided straps are complemented with the rose gold dial
which makes this piece truly unique. The friendship bracelet style of the straps turns
this watch into more of a fashion accessory that makes a real statement.

US$ 49
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70. KOMONO
Winston Regal Cognac Watch
The Winston Regal Cognac inspires effortless confidence with its black dial of
41mm and a cognac leather strap. This KOMONO watch features: Japanese Quartz
movement, a stainless-steel back and 3 ATM water resistance. Contemporary watch
designed in Antwerp (Belgium).

US$ 99
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